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In this issue
Oh my, so many things to share with you. Certainly the unwelcome resurgence of SunZia, but also
meeting our new neighbors Patrick and Layla and their children. Then there’s the new wrinkles of
Cowmunion and Goatwalking and some wonderful photographs celebrating our valley.

SunZia Since 2009
We residents in this reach of the San Pedro Valley have a
history of working together to keep the impacts of megainfrastructure projects from fragmenting the landscape and
seriously changing its rural character.
Around 2006 an interstate highway was proposed through
the valley. The entire community galvanized as the
Cascabel Working Group, and the plan was dropped in
2008. Then in the Spring of 2009 we received news that
two BIG transmission lines were being planned to cross and
parallel the San Pedro River. Again, we went to work to
stop a project whose negative environmental impacts would
far outweigh any purported alternative energy benefits. That’s 13 years and counting that this illplanned project has been trying to get off the permitting phase. For background and current events,
visit https://www.cascabelworkinggroup.org/ .
In 2016 the SunZia Transmission Project was permitted 3-2 by the Arizona Corporation Commission,
despite valiant efforts by many to defeat it. The ACC Chairperson was opposed to the permitting too,
and his reasons were and are compelling: https://docket.images.azcc.gov/0000168504.pdf?i=1645891951857 .
There is currently a second Environmental Impact Statement underway due to changes requested by
SunZia in both New Mexico and Arizona. This draft EIS is expected to be available for public comment
sometime in April. At this website, you can sign up to receive notices as well as learn about the project
from BLM’s point of view.
https://www.blm.gov/programs/planning-and-nepa/plans-in-development/new-mexico/proposed-sunzia-transmission-project.

Please consider informing yourself via the CWG website and adding your voice via email or snail mail
during the “call to the public” upcoming comment period.

We already know why the San Pedro Valley is so ecologically important and why it is our home, too.
Scrutiny of the proposed transmission line project reveals many flaws. The Cascabel Conservation
Association, the Cascabel Working Group and the Lower San Pedro Watershed Alliance are all diligent
in their opposition to this project. When you make your comment, please request the BLM to select the
“No Action” alternative.
Thank you.
Anna Lands

Cascabel Working Group

Last Day of Monsoon, late Sept’ 21

212-9853 or healing@rnsmte.com

Photo credit: Bill and Edie Cundiff

Ecological Sustainability for a Desert
River Watershed
LowerSanPedro.org

Editor’s note: When I first read what Patrick had submitted, I told him I needed some clarity as to what
he meant when he referred to a theme of Branches he uses regularly. So I am taking the liberty of
including his answer here before you delve into their history. He suggested: we are producing all types
of fruits and vegetables and nuts and seeds that you would find at the store...but in a diverse forest rather
than in a dusty field. Others might know this agriculture as "Tree crops" or "Mixed orcharding" or
"Perrenial Polyculture" or"Agroforestry". In addition to providing easy local food, this kind of branchbased agriculture also has the benefits of reforestation and habitat restoration, almost effortlessly, which
helps with the environmental issues.
Barbara Clark comments: I get his play with Branches as ranches and love it…branches of every sort of
tree or other vegetation. I think it takes more work to garden in a mini-forest but it is good for the soil
and all the very different forms of plants. Visit the community garden to see how he and Layla are
applying the concept of overstory and mixed plants of different stages of growth to create niches that
foster plants and build soil and retain soil moisture. It’s a kind of mixed perennial growing system
emulating healthy natural ground cover strategies. I personally would call it Permaculture, but it doesn’t
matter what you call it.

The Branch-Ranches of Cascabel
and other Oat-Walking Adventures
By Patrick McGinnis
Admittedly, I felt surprised when invited to contribute for this issue. I tend not to write much—except
trivially about plants or animals or sports. But since our friends kept asking, and since living along the
San Pedro (for many of us) basically just amounts to athletically dodging sharp vegetation and
sanctifying the play of wildlife, I’m happy to recount a bit. Assuming of course, Layla helps entertain
three rambunctious banditos for these moments!
Exploring the grain
"Raids are our agriculture."
--Bedouin proverb
I originally meandered to Cascabel on my own, from Colorado. It seems far enough back for me not to
recognize many landmarks this time around, and long enough for Cascabelans to have mainly forgotten
I'd ever been here. This becomes wonderful—like going somewhere for the first time…twice!
I had come on a whim, during some snow-birding, ethnobotanical ‘studies’ in the region—but mostly
because maps hinted of arid vastness and the ends of roads.
After several weeks though, I'd gotten scent of Mr. Corbett’s
feats, and new curiosity imbued my travels that season. The
cimarron quest had long captured my heart, in tandem with
transcendentalist leanings, and the deep ecologies of Snyder,
Gibbons, Jackson, and others. Plus, I'd relished enough
Cervantean hours to gather that knight-errantry, though both
absurd and precarious, also held much of the fun. So
goatwalking it was!
Conveniently, I’d already befriended mess kits and vagabond
field guides over the years. And, as an awkwardly passionate
back-to-the-lander, I could by default get found seasoning

desert paraphernalia, customizing hunting gear, cultivating satchelsful of Sonoran wheat, or maniacally
hauling small amphoras of preciously-raw milk across remote portions of the Southwest. More
importantly, like Corbett and so many nature-enthusiasts of recent generations, I'd been struck by a
kind of romantically essential inquiry: How do we, as humans and communities, live on this beautiful
planet without prematurely or unintentionally demolishing it (or ourselves) in the process?
As part of my attempts to answer this, I mulled over Jim’s methods—adopting many of them as my
own—admiring his freeing insights, the social valiance, and devotion towards amity. Around that same
time, another intimidating winter rolled down the central Rockies, and I faced a self-imposed decision
of my own: to take up a volunteer gig in Cascabel, or deep-dive into an impromptu forage and goatwalk indefinitely, around some semi-equatorial expanse….
I ended up choosing Hawaii, a place of societal and botanical extremes, feral ungulates, and woods
unknown. I bought a ticket, closed up some aging businesses, and set off for the islands—intent upon
putting more theory to practice. I brought most of my savings, the clothes on my person, a trusted
camp-pot, a poncho, firestarter, a small razor, a pair of hand rendered Tarahumaran-type sandals,
tinges of wherewithal regarding the herdsman's bote--and little else. These items, coupled with
rumors of the old kings' trails circumscribing the islands, equaled (in my mind) the perfect setting for
merging back into nature, with a small herd, in total symbiotic harmony!
After a disorienting start, and some fortuitous chances, everything transpired grandly: fresh air and
good company, sustenance and the stars. What else does any body truly need? Though certainly not
verbatim goat-walking as Jim fashioned it, events turned out as a mix of exotic nomadism, wanderlust,
farmsteading, and contemplation—in several states—and
across it came and went the animals—wild, bought, borrowed,
iconographic. Overall, life slid into a contemporarily Dionysian
dream, with enough of the pastoral unknowns to make a head
spin, and enough magic to make one wonder what's really going
on. I feel fortunate to relate that many years or many lifetimes
later, this entire bucolic mission went…splat. Then sprouted!
Without laboring visceral details, let’s just say that ‘goatwalking’ morphed back into oat-walking and tote-walking—
which, I think even Corbett would agree, it kind of logistically
had always needed to be, also.*
Later on, oat-walking and tote-walking also branched,
into…just-walking...and just running...and propagating trees...and preserving open spaces. And for us,
these remain some means of sabbatical travel, celebratory hygiene, and long distance communion, to
date. But all ambulatory philosophies aside, I must say the whole
sacred and crazy search for cocreative wildlands subsistence did
uncover many, many real treasures. For one, it revealed handsdown the most unfathomably sweet empress 'in all that land,' a
true Dulcinea, my perfect teacher and this story’s greatest wish!
(And by extension, an equally-capricious rendition of 'kids') And
secondly, it brought us five back here, with all of you, our amazing
neighbors and such gracious friends! So, in sum, I would heartily
recommend following one's most well-meaning and vividly sylvan
dreams, however far fetched they may seem. For this and for so

many other blessings, dear Jim Corbett and dear Cascabel, innumerable Thanks!
*Here, the term “oat” stands-in for the nomadically ubiquitous middle-American masas, the Apollonian's figs,
Jehovan sweet pods, a Bahraini maiden’s pocket of dates, the burro-man’s frijol, Zuni’s indiscernible powder, a
canyon-runner’s chia, the cactus cat’s panini, a modernist’s metabolic sufficiency, our raider’s pilfered Arabian
kernels, the Cascabelan ‘oat and raisin,’ aboriginal hanging yams and dreaming-track jams, Confucius’ cherried
scrolls, a hiker’s portable cupboard, the Zoroastrian ‘stale crust of bread, perhaps never intended to be
eaten’…or any other apparent caloric main of the roving pages and sages of the ages.

Branching
"It appears that, in their aurochly-innocent impatience, they have even resorted to toppling over the
prickly-pears!”
--Anonymous
In the time-woven sabbatical urge towards rejuvenation and harmony, many of us Cascabelans sojourn
outwards in playful or prayerful pursuit of wilderness wisdom. Oppositely, or equivalently, we're
blessed with the option to stay put within our airy agricultural confines, inviting that knowledgeable
naturalness inwards, to re-advise routine movements, here and now.
In this regard—and please don't quote us on
exact numbers—it may be a lesser-known
fact that Cascabel appears to boast more
active gardeners and garden aficionados, per
capita, than any other municipality on earth.
Wow! …(not counting a few isolated
subsistence tribes or traditional
monasteries.) With this, Layla and I have
observed that heroically stewarding stalks
comes naturally to many residents here and
for good reason—it therefore stands to
reason that Cascabel has statistically become: the globe’s horticultural epicenter!
More importantly, what's emerging is either the most sumptuous regional harvest on the planet…or
else we're on the cusp of invasion by broccolinis. Run for the river, they can’t swim!
Of course, our family announces all of this not archetypally or facetiously, but practically. To show,
let's jog over with the kids to some verdant local hangouts...you know,
those ancient ones. At first view, these uplands appear as finely placed
living-tapestries, set against outcrops staggering into snow, semblances
of aspen, and horizons known by their unknowns. But here at our feet
we imagine, and step to, a stony proposition—accompanied by seas of
thorn-ridden branchlets and debilitating heat—gems or vestments,
perhaps, of the seldom-spoken softly-seen societies of demigods that
first frequented this endless ‘Ranch of branches,’ made by them in Her
image, and relics of their salient splendor. Few creatures persist here,
and some grounds feel touched only by prints a-paw monsoon rabbits
or fired breaths in summer. Thereabouts, our three young guides
scramble for any available palo verde shade, while Layla and I pause to
inquire of such severity: how do all these ‘native’ scrublands cope?

Considering Saguaro-Juniper’s christening, many folks
here probably recognize the significance of a ‘nurse
plant’ (in addition to the group’s extraordinary inscribing
of biocentric ethic). Fittingly then, in locallyrehabilitative agricultures, and in wilderness kinship
particularly, this bonny relationship goes exponential.
Here, on top a hill—even through the barrenly dry spring
of 2021—a huge handful of ‘nurses’, and entire
generations of varying ‘nurseries’—have all conspired
onto a single tiny plot, the size of maybe…a lounge chair.
Plenty of light, plenty of nutrients, plenty of water—in
one of the world’s most infernally inhospitable regions, a place where trunks of conifer long since
grayed, and where some giant cactuses unceremoniously undress their own spike-spired skins as we
speak. This small patch, then, poses like an entire crew of resolute nannies, all going blissfully bonkers,
all at the same time, and despite all the odds. So much for desolate competition: a silent party!
We find great reassurance in such abundantly self-flourishing performances, particularly when we’re
out to redeem relations with landscapes and want to let them restore. In many ways, this one-squaremeter of rampant resilience sets a bright bar—for dryland forest health, and perhaps ultimately for
agrarianisms of symbiotic effulgence and climatic joy. So impressed, we step away, hopefully without
too much disturbance for the volunteering shrubs and grubs that like to caretake and carry-on—their
way—through droughts.
Hiking further, our kids lead us with giddy appetite, to another felicitous congregation. From what we
can tell, on terrain well worn by decades or even centuries of use, this multi-storied endeavor now
augments the surrounding local diversity, dozens-fold—like so many garden yards of lore. In total, on
half-an-acre, at least 200 adapted species might accent the familiar Sonoran guilds, plus a few novel
sub-biomes, and numberless nooks for nesting, foraging, pollinating. Here, and in other such branchy
locations from our work and travel, Layla and I love how the nurturing ‘active-human-presence’
literally measures in refreshing cool, amiableness, petiole variegations, outdoor instrumentals, ease of
harvest, depth of rehabilitated ground water, pomegranate brix, and total number of comfy seats—all
in supplication to (and emulation of) the underlying rootedness of the adjacent wildlands. Sanctuary,
botanically? **

** Speaking constitutionally: We the people, as human-shaped
conglomerates of microbes, making well-intentioned noise about the
universe—and all the other, somewhat more terse animals—have
long appeared dependent on, at the whim of, or even servants to—
plants. Accordingly, over the eons, certain societies have celebrated
and savored that perhaps-inevitable role deliberately, in this case as
garden-garrulous tree worshipers!

In essence, and in name, we’re getting to know
these communal rows as fledglings of a mini
'branch-ranch’ in their own right, within the much
larger global ranch, of branches, and branch of
ranches, on any scale. We rhyme this way
because branches seem to tease and drop as the
self-evident structures, expansive habitats, and
fecund biological currencies for much of life as we
know it. But even better yet, the branches ranch!
They do the
ranching. They
already bear
and eagerly share the goods in almost every way, indefinitely. (This
does sound like Jubilee!!!) And not only the goods, they can also
entertain, house, and continue the growth of those delicacies, and
of themselves, automatically and perpetually.
So in a verbose nutshell, these havens have occurred like farming
without the expenses, gardening without the chores, and livestocking without the contingencies… No sales-pitches intended.
(Though we suppose soliciting on behalf of cambium wouldn’t
amount to the most deplorable meme. Especially if it helps
waterways replenish, and keeps kids—of all ages—off the streets.)
In such places, currently and historically, wildlife multeity and foodculture both fashion a home, with little footprints. Just as
remarkably, Layla and I have been realizing, the human inhabitants of these branch-ranches need not
leave, nor vacation/vocation as pariahs—in order to recollect such sanctuary. Put another way, we’ve
noticed that a self-regenerating garden(farm/b-ranch/agriculture) and its stewards may defer (if they
so choose) to the all-encompassing plants and wildernesses unendingly—in homage, modeling,
or…pure procrastination. (Sabbath?!) And so, successively—and not just in spirit—horticultural upkeep
(daily life) for many branchers has seemed to
become, resume, or ‘colour’ cimarron, rather
than necessarily ‘going’ it.
Granted, it can get gnarly in there. At the end of
the day, these branch-ranches, too, endure as
veritable forests—spines, vines, yummy rinds,
and all. But when communities have ventured to
cheer on this growth as a potential ally—and
even centered arboreal processes back into their
major agri-cultural designs—we’ve been amazed
to see altruistic contemplation and covenanted
conservationism become not just meaningfully
deeded—but also thrivingly-restorative,
increasingly resident, and wildly bounteous.
We should finally note that branch-ranches, in a roundabout manner, simply speak to persisting
transnational interest in ‘syntropic agroforestry’, the timeless origins of which we humans may never
find the equipment to detect, or all the scriptures to verify, or the need to decipher and vouch for. Yet,

in the words of a more charismatic chorus,"The silent seed hasn’t lies and the heart, only cries each to
one, own; may thy peace be on-throwne, and to all a very, very, very splendid day!”
About the McGinnises
Layla takes great pleasure in being a mother, Reiki practitioner, and
maternity coach. When not teaching meditative therapy, parenting, or
supporting horticultural schemes around the hemisphere, she likes sewing,
flowers, and culinary arts.
Izaiah (8), Amia (6), and Cianna (3) shake and move at the forefront of our
crew. Lovingly, they've led us through sleet and searing cinder. Also, they’re
capable of sitting still—but only indomitably—and it’s rare.
Patrick tries to keep up with these four. He also runs as an athlete and
agronomist. When not staring at flora or scheduling family time, he aims to half-sprint in circles under
a bare hermit’s hat, applauded solely and pointedly by unimpressed cacti. Maybe, knight-errantry lives
on…
¤ ¤ ¤ ¤

Saguaro Juniper and the Future Ecologies Podcast
By James Callegary and crew

A podcast by Future Ecologies, “Goatwalker”, including interviews
of Cascabellians, was published in May 2021 documenting Jim’s
life, his influence, and the formation of Saguaro- Juniper. This
podcast has sparked interest from the wider world. Some new
people have come to Cascabel to learn more and work in the
community simply because they listened to the podcast. Given its
impact and the fact that Jim is an important part of our history,
we thought you might like to give it a listen and learn a little more
about some of the people who nurtured this community and this
place.
From the introduction to the podcast, “Jim Corbett was not your typical rancher. Over the course of decades
roaming the borderlands of the desert southwest, he developed a practice that he referred to as 'goatwalking' a form of prophetic wandering and desert survival based on goat-human symbiosis. For Jim, 'goatwalking'
provided both physical and spiritual sustenance, and allowed him to become at home, for a time, in wildlands.”
“To many, this modern-day Don Quixote would seem an unlikely figure to have sparked one of the most
important social movements of the 20th century, but to those who knew him well, it was hardly a surprise. Even
today, his influence is felt throughout the borderlands of the Southwestern United States, and beyond.”
“This is the story of a man behind a movement – the biographical first part of a 4-part series”:
https://www.futureecologies.net/listen/fe-3-7-goatwalker-pt-1-on-errantry
If you are interested in learning more about Saguaro-Juniper and in participating in some way, please contact
Ann Russell (anndrussell@gmail.com).

Photo Sue Newman

Many folks in the wider Cascabel community may be familiar with the name Saguaro-Juniper if not with
Saguaro-Juniper ranch itself. A smaller number may be familiar with the name, Jim Corbett, one a group of folks
who got together to establish Saguaro-Juniper in 1988 to develop and reintroduce people to a wildland
community pastoral lifestyle. Saguaro-Juniper has continued its
operations and education mission continuously for nearly 35
years since.

Cowmunion
By Katie Talbott

Reading the Covenant

A small herd of 16 people headed out
onto the Cascabel Pasture yesterday. It
was a little windier than usual, but we
all bundled up and we didn't lose
anyone off a ridge. We started the day
by reading the Saguaro-Juniper
Covenant and then started exploring.
We visited one of the monitoring sites,
enjoyed Charlie's stories of S-J history
and range ecology, took time for some
solo attentive stillness, and practiced
Photo credit: Paul Whitby

tracking cows. By lunch time at the solar pump we were getting good at tracking
cows, but not very good at finding them. Suspense was building. Three people had to
head back early, but most of the
people-herd moved on toward the
fenceline drinker. After navigating
many a narrowing wash and going up
and over, and up and over, and up
and over a few ridgelines, we found the
Fenceline Drinker Wash and headed
back down toward home. So far it had
been a good day, but where were the
cows!
Then just where the Fenceline Drinker
Wash crosses the Cow Super
Highway (CSH) we spotted four cowTwo Too photo bombs our group
Photo credit: John Delberta
people taking a rest in the wash right
in front of us! Mycha, TwoToo, Way Cute Deshot
and Konchita were wonderful range
ambassadors.
The rest of the walk to the Lower Drinker was easy
on the CSH, and when we arrived back there in late
afternoon sunshine, there was the rest of the herd
sleeping under the palo verde. (And we found out
later that the other group found these cows as well,
so everyone was happy.)

Doyouhavetogososoon?Myjwatches us leave

A good day out on the land. Thanks to everyone who
attended--it was truly a great group of people
sharing in a special place. And special thanks to
Charlie and John for helping to organize the day and
sharing their knowledge.

Meanwhile, back at the ranch…. well, Barbara Clark’s goat pens, to be accurate… another
experiment was in progress, rising out of an idea David Omick had floated about invitational
goatwalking. A time in the desert…as Barbara says, of providing a pastoral experience to folks
unaccustomed to being on the land. Perhaps it could financially help support those who are
dedicated, place-based pastoralists. Meet a few of them. Photos: Edith Robinson. Andrew Volz and Sue Newman

Goatwalking
Edith Robinson

educational, meditative program that folks from
anywhere could participate in. After months of
meetings, and some goatless “goatwalks” we
decided that our first step in actualizing this,
was to get goats. Barbara Clark and David
Blocker volunteered to host the goats at
Clayworks, which was already set up to be a
goat paradise. After a quick fundraiser amongst
our group, we were ready to find our goats. We
coincidentally found someone in Benson who
raises goats for shows. She was willing to part
with a couple of goats who were less than ideal
for showing. We ended up with Moxie Mae, a
Nubian Sanaan doe who had lost an ear trying
to fight a dog who got too close to her first litter
of kids. Moxie came with two nursing bucklings
who we now call Hiram and Belt. We also got a
nine month old Toggernburg, La Mancha,
Nubian doeling who we refer to as Airplane.
The name really makes sense when you see her.
The goats arrived at their new Cascabel home
on January 16, 2022. Since then Andrew Volz
and I have been acting as their primary care

Daily goatwalk in the river with Edith and Andrew and whoever turns up

ince mid summer of 2021, a small group of
Cascabelians have been scheming about how to
bring goats back to the valley. The grand vision
was to resurrect the act of goatwalking into an
Susan Tollefson milking.

Barbara Clark with Edith Robinson. Barbara’s years of hanging around
with goats has been an enormous help.

takers. We’ve been walking them twice a day,
for about an hour in the morning and an hour in
the evening. We learned how to milk and are
still trying to perfect that art every day.
Recently we’ve been working on implementing
a collaborative care model. Several folks in the
valley have been integral in helping care for the
goats, most notably Susan Tollefson. Exposing
the goats to so many new people has made
them gregarious and flexible. They love people
and they love the freedom they have in
Cascabel. On our walks, the goats gobble up
dried cottonwood and willow leaves, munch
dried cockleburr leaves, get covered in
cockleburrs, and sample every green thing they
see. They really like mustard and the new
grasses that are coming up along the river bank.
Saltbush is by far one of their favorites but we
try not to let them eat too much of that because
Moxie made some really, really salty milk after

eating too much of the stuff. They like
amaranth, the spiky datura pods, and even
nightshade! They also love mesquite in all
forms- dried leaves, bark, and pods. From what
I’ve read goats are extremely intuitive eaters,
they eat what they need when they need it and
don’t often overdo anything. The goats are a
conduit for knowing and observing the land
and being with them in any capacity is a joy. In
addition, the human-goat herd we are building
is extremely special and bioregional. We’re all
excited for the future of this project and if this
excites you too, please email Andrew or me for
ways to get involved or donate. We have also
had tremendous help from Katie Talbott, Alex
BinfordWalsh,
Rosemary
Logan,
Brandon
Wert,
Mary
Miller and
Carl
Howard
has been
our
biggest
donor.

Andrew Volz with Airplane

The duckies
in Newman
Pond are
waiting any season
will do!

Liverman Scholars
Self selected students from the U of Az Liverman Scholars program, with an interest in
environmental issues, spent a wonderful weekend in Cascabel learning about the valley, its
ecology, history, and environmental protection. Students visited the hermitage and the community
garden, Ralph Waldt led a Sunday morning explore, and Archaeology Southwest representatives
were joined by a Tohono O'Odham tribal member to visit the Baicatcan ancient village site. A final
sunny, warm lunch was created at the kitchen ramada at the Community Garden campground.
Students later listened to Maria Troutner talk about her long family heritage in the valley. The
weekend ended with a trip to see the new goat herd with Barbara Clark, Edith Robinson, and
Andrew Volz. The weekend was led by Katie Talbott and Pearl Mast with great quantity cooking
by John Delberta and others, and invaluable assistance from the whole community.
Tom Talbott and John
Delberta washing up salad
fixings for the lunch at
Baicatcan.

Liverman Scholar/camper
Peyton Smith with plate in
hand! John Delberta,
master pancake maker. His
pancakes were a popular
item.
The Covid virus in its various forms has hung on so
long that after 2 years of isolation, it almost seems
normal to be so isolated from each other. As neighbor
Charlie Ffolliott said in response to what Sue Newman
had written about missing the warm, noisy, chummy
pancake breakfasts: Amen, Sue! These "lockdowns"
have seriously altered the essence of this community in
my opinion. AND I miss it A LOT!!!
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We lost Preston Woolard this year
Pat Rudikoff said: Strange that last night I had the need to check in regarding our quirky,
gentle, fun and charming friend. In my many conversations with Preston, I always
recognized that his humor had sadness behind it, and that he had great affection for his
Cascabel community! I will truly miss him and will treasure memories of moments we
shared! He certainly made me smile many times throughout the years!
Karen McKelvey said: Over the years I had encounters with Preston that were endearing,
and others that were infuriating! It took some time for me to come to understand him as a
man with a keen mind and a kind heart. May he rest in peace.
We lost Lane Williams in February of 2022. We owe him the gift of the 212
exchange. Lane left behind a legacy of championing the underdog and empowering
people by creating possibilities and opportunities. Being an educator of many,
including years spent with migrant workers, he believed that education was the key
to empowerment.
Lane went on to take over Midvale Telephone Exchange from his parents in 1977.
He began branching out to five Idaho communities outside Midvale and expanding
service to the remote Cascabel community in southern Arizona. In 2008 Lane
created an ESOP and sold the company to his employees to help ensure their
employment and security.

Ivan James Wilson started life on November 18, 1939 on a ranch
in northern Colorado. He left it here in Cascabel at his home this
past July 13, 2021. He had moved to Cascabel in the early 70s to
create an owner-built art studio and spiritual center, Akasha
Center of Light. He was celebrated this December as a painter of
gorgeous flowers, desert landscapes and abstract canvasses, a
former high school teacher, and celebrator in Cascabel of New
Year’s High Teas amidst his antiques and collections of elaborate
china dishes, Easter gatherings and Valentine’s Day parties with
lavish decorations at the Community Center.
Neighbor Carl Howard and nephew Casey Hubbard hosted the
memorial service and friends and neighbors gathered to break
bread and share stories and later to scatter his ashes in the agave
garden at his home. Ivan will be remembered as another unique
member of our diverse community who added his mark then and
in so doing contributed to our now.

Bocce Ball in the river at the Commons

hoto credit: Joe Page

